The best finish in the industry, Poli-5000, Super Durable TGIC powder coat, is our standard in-house finish, all backed by a 10 year limited warranty.

Wiring for lighting and security can be concealed within the structure instead of requiring exposed, unsightly conduit.

Wind screens as well as other glazing and polycarbonate roof materials are also an option.

Steel gutters and downspouts can be color matched to frame and integrated into the design.
Employees, Customers, & Students are key to your success. Protect your greatest assets from harsh outdoor elements and welcome them to your facility with a Poligon walkway cover.
Poligon offers a wide array of flexible walkway cover designs to suit your needs. Or perhaps you’d like to get creative and utilize our design and engineering teams to work with you for something more challenging and inspiring. Your vision, along with our experience and premium quality, will develop a structure that creates a visual harmony and balance with surrounding architectural elements, or stand out as an eye-catching first impression.
Our process allows our structures to assemble quickly onsite and eliminates welding inspections, painting, and other onsite disruptions. Our precision cut steel components and reliable engineered construction eliminate exposed bolts and allow us to remove the typical nesting locations of birds, preventing unsightly messes.
Each walkway is designed to complement the surrounding environment. Whether you opt for metal, tongue & groove, polycarbonate, fabric, or a decorative Parasoleil roof, your walkway will pair beauty with functionality.